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Introduction
Consider the singularly perturbed boundary value problem P q :
a;(0) = i4,
where q = 0 or I < q < 2, s is a, fixed positive infinitesimal, T, A, and B are standard values, g(x) is a smooth standard function, and the interval [A, B] contains zeros of
9(x).
Such boundary value problems arise in many different applied contexts as in the study of exit time problems for stochastic differential equations (cf. Matkowsky [11] ) in the case q = 1. Other applications of such problems occur when q = 0, in reactiondiffusion and phase transition models (cf. Fife [8] ), in the study of contrast structures (cf. Butuzov and Vasil'eva [4] ), and also in problems related to critical paths of Feynman integrals (cf. McLaughlin [12, 13] ).
The behavior of the solutions of (1), (2) presents interesting features because of narrow boundary and interior layer regions where the solution changes rapidly. Determining the limiting behavior and the location of the internal layers exhibited by the solutions presents both analytical and computational challenges when the boundary value problem is an autonomous problem like (1), (2).
In this paper, we shall give sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions of (1), (2) with either boundary layers or internal layers by assuming that the interval [A, B] contains "turning points" e^, where g(ei) = 0 with i = 1,..., n, such that the classical Rankine-Hugoniot condition, 2. + 1 g(s)ds = 0, / fails to determine the location U of the shock layer which joins the two equilibrium states UL = ei and UR = e^+i.
We will also determine the location of the internal layers as a function of the number n of turning points e^ e [A,B] , the position of e^ E [A,B] , and the order ri of each turning point e^. (e^ is a zero of order r^ if g^\ei) = 0 for j = 0,... ,ri -1 and ^(eO^O.)
Depending on the order of the turning points, solutions of (1), (2) are shown to exhibit essentially two types of behavior. Turning points of different orders provide solutions with only boundary layers while turning points of the same order provide solutions with internal layers.
Such behavior has been observed by O'Malley [14, 15] for Lienard equations. See also Lutz and Goze [10] for equations of the form (1) with q = 0. Our results extend those of O'Malley and Lutz and Goze since we will show that the behavior of the solutions and the position of shocks (i.e., the standard part of the shock location) remain for all values of q G [1, 2] and for q = 0 when the Rankine-Hugoniot condition is satisfied. On the contrary, the thickness of the shocks depends on the values of q since it depends only on the type of growth of the equation with x f for x' -» oo. The shock region is of order 0(e 1^2~q^) if q < 2 and of order 0(e _1 / £ ) for the quadratic case q = 2.
We can find in [1] similar results concerning the fact that the position of a shock does not depend on the type of growth of the equation with x' for x f -> oo. In [1] we also determined, for a wide class of equations ex" =-g{x)f{x f ), with a Nagumo condition on /, the behavior of solutions and the location of shocks when the Rankine-Hugoniot condition is satisfied and g(x) is not zero at the equilibrium states.
Our methods use nonstandard analysis, the observability plane [5, 6] and a geometrical study of the singular jumps [2] .
In Section 2, we adopt a geometrical approach to study the solution of (1), (2) as a trajectory of the slow-fast system associated with (1) and we describe the jumps in the corresponding observability plane.
In Section 3, we study the trajectory near each turning point in the appropriate phase space of the singular jumps and we give the more important features of these jumps.
In Section 4, we determine the behavior of the solutions and we locate the transition layers. In addition, we give explicit estimates of the first derivative x'it) which are useful to compute numerically the solutions of (1), (2).
Finally, in Section 5 we present several examples including one with a boundary layer due to a higher-order turning point, exhibiting many small deformations caused by other turning points. We also discuss the problems from the numerical point of view.
The boundary value problem viewed in the observability plane
Let us consider the differential equation (1) as a slow-fast system in the (x^v = x') phase plane:
The solution of the boundary value problem (1), (2) is a trajectory which goes from a point on the vertical line x -A to the vertical line x -B in time T. The slow (or characteristic) curve Y is defined by the vertical lines x = e where g(e) = 0 if q = 0 or by the horizontal axis v = 0 if q ^ 0. Thus, for v = x f limited, the trajectories either lie near Y or satisfy x = XQ where g(xo) ^ 0. The rapid portions of the trajectories (for v = x' unlimited), i.e., the jumps, may be observed in the (#, V) observability plane obtained from rescaling the fast variable v by introducing v -hiy/e) where h{9) is defined by
Thus, the rapid trajectories satisfy dV/dx ~ -g(x) up to an infinitesimal and any jump of (1) We note that, in the (x, V) plane, the jumps are the same for all values of q. Only the rescaling h which allows us to study them depends on q.
In the (x,V) plane, the slow motions of the trajectories lie near V = 0. Then any constant portion e of the solution x(t) must satisfy V(e) ~ 0, and we have G(e) = 0.
Our principal assumption is that the minimum of
is attained at n values 6$, i = 1,... ,n with n > 1; see Figure 2 .2.
We note that by the uniqueness theorem for the initial value problem, no nonconstant solution of (1), (2) can have a zero of x' when 1 < q < 2. In fact, if #'(£*) = 0 for some £*, the initial value problem with x(t*) = M and x'(t*) = 0 would have only the constant solution x(i) = M, but this fails in satisfying the two boundary conditions.
Thus, for 1 < q < 2 the solution x(t) of the two-point problem (1), (2) must increase monotonically if A < B, while we must have x'(t) < 0 if B < A. We shall only consider the case A < B r since the other follows analogously.
Then any increasing solution to our two-point problem for 1 < q < 2 is a trajectory which joins A to B with increasing jumps. These jumps must lie in the half plane V > 0 and we must have G(x) > 0. As each limiting solution is a constant on which G(x) must vanish, the minima of G(x) are critical in the case of increasing solutions and the limiting solution will jump between endpoint values and certain turning point values a in the interval |yl,i?].
For q = 0, we observe that any constant portion of the solution of (1), (2) must also have a turning point value e* since the limiting solution must be a zero of both g(x) and G(x). The hypothesis about G(x) ensures that G(x) does not change its sign in If, for example, G(x) has the only minimum values at A and B, the solution is a trajectory which joins A with B with a jump at some value to. In the (x, V) plane, it must satisfy
V(x(t))~-J g(s)ds,
and it looks like Figure 2 .4, but the jump could be either a boundary layer (to = 0 or to = T) or an internal layer. Then, we shall need to perform a more detailed analysis near each turning point. The main idea is to consider the inverse function t(x) associated with (1), (2):
and to use the properties of the singular jumps of (3). That is, the jumps that take place at the values of x where g{x) vanishes (cf.
[2]). Since the solution x(t) of (1), (2) increases monotonically, the inverse function t(x) exists, is also strictly monotone in [A, 5] , and satisfies (3), (4) . Then if we seek a solution x(t) with a boundary layer at t -0 (or at t -X 7 ), t{x) will have a boundary layer at x = B (or at x = A). If x(t) has an internal layer at to, then t(x) will have two boundary layers connected by the limiting solution t(x) ~ to. When the boundary conditions A and B are zeros of g(x) the boundary layers exhibited by t(x) are singular jumps for (3). The features of these kinds of jumps play an important part in the description of the behavior of the solution of (1), (2) and in the location of the internal layers.
Turning points and singular jumps
Let us consider the slow-fast system associated with (3) in the phase space (x, t, u = t'):
and assume e is a turning point of order r. Then
Depending on the value of r + q -1 there is a convenient rescaling of the variables (x, t, u) in order to study the jumps of (5) near x = e. In this work, we shall only consider the values of r and q such that r + q -1 > 0. The critical case r + q -1 = 0 which is only possible for q = 0 with turning points of order r -1 (since r > 1) involves a very different and interesting behavior of the singular jumps and it has been studied in a separate work [3] . See also the analytical approaches of Kath, Knessl, and Matkowsky [9] and Ward [17] to determine the positions of the internal layers in the case r = 1 and q = 0.
We let
IHI(e) = {x : x ~ e and x 0 G(e) }, H"(e) =H(e) n{x : x < e}, e + (e) = M(e) n{x : x> e}.
Also, x = (p ~ 0 will indicate an infinitesimal value, x = £ a limited value, x = @ an appreciable value, and x ^ zboo an unlimited value.
Definition. We say that the standard value t-is the origin of an increasing jump of t(x) in an interval / near x = e if there is X-~ e such that t(x-) ~ £_, t f (x-) =■£, and t'(x) ~ +oo if t(x)
Analogously, the standard value t+ is the extremity of the jump if there is x+ ~ e such that t(x+) ~ t_|_, t'(x+) = £, and ^(a;) ~ +oo if t(x) <C t + for all x e I.
We are going to study the trajectories of (5) near x = e in both regions G(e) and IHI(e). By assuming appropriate hypotheses the following proposition states that in the new (X, T, U) phase space defined by
with c = l/(r + q -l), the jumps of (5) near x = e behave like the trajectories of
u=y^±x r u 3 -q .
r\ Proposition 3.1. (The behavior in G(e).) Assume:
is a zero of g{x) of order r such that c -
l/(r + q -1) > 0; (ii) 7(x) is a trajectory of (5) with 7(xo) such that XQ G G(e),
t(xo) and t / (xo)e c are limited values, and T(X) is the image of 7 by the rescaling (6); (hi) To(X) is a trajectory of (7) with T 0 (Xo) ~ T(Xo).
Then T(X) ~ FoC-X") as /on^ as ro(-X") remains limited. Analogously, T(X) ~ FopQ as /on^ as x E G(e) anc? t , (x)e c remains limited.
Proof. The system (5) in the new variables (X, T, [/") defined by (6) becomes
^=g( e + gCX ) L r3-( , By hypothesis (i), §0 - § for all values of X such that s c X ~ 0 (i.e., for all x ~ e), where So and S are the systems given by (7) and (8), respectively. Consider a trajectory 7(0;) of (5) with prescribed values at XQ G G(e). By hypothesis (ii), 7(^0) is, in the new variables, a point PO(XQ,TO,UO) with limited coordinates. Let us consider the trajectory TQ(X) of §0 such that ro(X) ~ PQ. AS long as the values of To(X) are limited, To(X) is contained in the region where the systems § and So are infinitely close. Then by the Short Shadow Lemma [7] , we infer that T(X) exists and is infinitely close to ro(X) as long as To(X) remains limited. Analogously, as long as x G G(e) and t f (x)e c is limited, the values of T(X) remain limited, so T(X) is contained in the region where § ^ So-By the Short Shadow Lemma, 0 (r(X)), the shadow of T(X), is a trajectory, FopQ, of SQ.
Corollary 3.2. Any trajectory 7(2;) of (b), with 7(3:0) such that XQ G G(e) ; t(xo) is limited, and t / (xo)s c ~ 0, satisfies t{x) ~ t(xo) and t'(x)e c ~ 0 for all x G G(e).
Proof. Consider r(X) = (X,T(X),U(X))
, the image of 7(2;) under (6). Then r(Xo) = (Xo,To,t/o) with UQ = t , {xQ)e c ~ 0. Consider TQIX), the trajectory of (7) such that T 0 (X) = 0 (r(Xo)) = (^o,^^). Then ro(X) = (X^O). As To remains limited for all X limited, we have, by Proposition 3.1, r(X) ~ ro(X) for all X limited. In particular, this implies that t{x) will be almost constant in G(e) since we must have t{x) = T(X) ~T 0 = t(xo) and t'(x)e c = U(X) ~ 0 for all x <E G(e).
Remark 3.1. The above results determine the minimum order of magnitude of u -t'(x) of any jump in G(e). In fact, any solution that has a jump in / C G(e) must satisfy t'(x)s c > 0 for all x G G(e).
The next proposition concerns the behavior of the trajectories of (5) in G(e), for any value of u(x) such that t'(x)e c ~ +oo. It states that any trajectory of (5) Proof. Given a trajectory 7(2;) of (5) with 7(0:0) as assumed and such that ^0 = ^(^0) satisfies uoe c ~ +00, consider the following rescaling:
The system (5) is then transformed into
W={ul-1 e)-1 g(e+-)w zq .
As x = e is a zero of g of order r, we can rewrite the third component of (10) As UQS 0 ~ +00, this system is infinitely close to
for all (X,T,W) limited. Let T(X) be the image of 7(2:) by (9) where r(Xo) = (Xo,To, 1) is the point 7(^0) i n the new variables.
If To(X) is the trajectory of (11) such that ro(Xo) = T(Xo), then FopO = (X, X + TQ -XQ, 1). As To(X) remains limited for all X limited, we infer from the Short Shadow Lemma that T(X) exists and r(X) ~ ro(-X") for these values of X. By permanence, there is a value cu ~ +00 such that T(X) ~ ro(-X") for all \X\ < uo. Finally, we are interested in the behavior of trajectories of (5) in ■ 11(e). We will show that no jump is possible in iHI(e) when the velocity u(x) is 0(e c ).
Proposition 3.4. (The behavior in IHI(e).) If ^(x) is a trajectory of (5) with 7(2:0) such that XQ G M(e) and both t(xo) and t f (xo)£ c are limited, then for x G H(e) ; t(x) ^ t(xo) as long as t f (xo)£ c is limited.
Proof Let us introduce the new variables z = (x -e) r+1 £ _c^r+1 V(^ + l) and J7 = u£ c . Then the system (5) becomes as long as U remains limited and x G IHI(e). Then, by the Short Shadow Lemma, any trajectory j(x) of (5) is, in the new variables, infinitely close to a trajectory FQ of (13), where FQ satisfies x ~ XQ and t(x) ~ t(xo) as long as t'(x)£ c remains limited for x G H(e).
Remark 3.2. The above results describe the general behavior of the fast trajectories in both regions G(e) and M(e). In particular, we are interested in solutions of (5) which pass through some limited point (xo,t(xo)) with XQ G G(e) and which exhibit a jump near x = e with an origin £_ or an extremity £+ (or both). In this case, precise estimates of t(x) and t'fe) may be given by means of the trajectories FQ of system (7) in some appropriate interval, as we will show in the next theorem. Moreover, the origin t-and the extremity t+ may be calculated as a function of XQ, t(xo), g^r\e), s, t'fao), r, and q.
We note that such a trajectory TQ which passes through (Xo,To, UQ) is given by
where K(X,ko) -J x H(s,ko)ds, ko is a constant value such that UQ = H(Xo,ko), and
The function K may be written as follows:
where fLnle^^o)!-^^" 1 " Proof. We shall only prove the theorem in the case of a jump with an origin £_. The proof in the case of an extremity t+ follows analogously.
(1) Consider a solution ^(x) -(x,t(x),u(x)) of the initial value problem (5) associated with (3), where 7(^0) = (xo,to,uo) such that xo G G(e) and to -t(xo) is limited. Assume V(X) is the image of 7(2;) by the rescaling (6) and consider 70(X), the trajectory of (7) 
e [x UJ ,xo]nE-(e). Since lim^^-oo H(X, ko) = 0, we have (g^(e)X
r+1 ) < 0 for X < 0 (see (15)). Also, for a: near e, ^/(a;) = ^r)(e)(a;-e) r (H-0)/r!, 0^0, so ^(x) increases for x ~ e, a; < e. Then.^(a;)^ c^ 0 for all x G IHr(e), and, by Proposition 3. 4 
, t(x) is almost constant in H~(e), so we have t(x) -t(a? Ci; ) ~To+ H(s, ko)ds JXQ for allx GH-(e). If X-G IHr(e), x_ < Xu such that ^(x-) = £, then t(x-) ^ t(xw). As |iJ(X,/co)| < 0 H(X,k' Q ) in (-
K(cj,ko)= H(s,ko)ds~ H(s,ko)ds= lim K(X,ko).
JXo JXo X->-oo
Then^Xo,) ~ £(;ro)+limx->-oo ^(X, fco), and t_ = 0 (t(x-)) is the origin of the jump. In fact, if t(xo) > t(x) > t_, we must have X G [a;,Xo] and X must be limited. As t f (x)£ c = @ for this value, we have t r (x) ~ +00.
(2) Assume now that t(x) is a solution of (3) with an increasing jump in an interval / near x = e and t(xo) is a limited value with XQ G G(e). As the jump has an origin £_, there is X-~ e such that t(x-) ~ t_, ^(x_) = £, £ limited positive and t'fa) ^ +00 if t(x) ^> t-. Then we note that u(x) -t'(x) must increase in some interval contained in [tf_,e]. As s\gxi(u'(x)) = sign(y(x)) because eu'{x). = g(x)u
3~q , and since e is a zero of g(x) of order r, #(2;) = g( r \e)(x -e) r (l + 0)/r! for x near e. Then we must have either g^r\e) < 0 if r is an odd integer or ^^(e) > 0 if r is an even integer, and, actually, u(x) increases for all x near e and x < e. Now we will show that X-G ]HI _ (e). As t-<C t(xo) and the jump increases, x-< XQ and we must have X-G lHI -(e). Otherwise, if x_ G G(e), we would have ^(a:-)^0 = £e c ~ 0. Then, by Corollary 3.2, the solution would be almost constant for all x G G(e), and we would have t-~ t(xo), which is absurd.
Now let us prove that t , (x)e c = @ with @ appreciable in [a;_,a;o] H G(e). Suppose first that t'(xi)e c ^ 0 for some xi G G(e), xi < XQ. Then, by Corollary 3.2, t(x) would be almost constant in G(e) and t , {x)e c ~ 0 for all x G G(e). This implies / C H(e) since t(x) has a jump in /. Moreover, / C ]HI
_ (e), since the increasing jump has an origin t-<^ t(xo). Then, by Proposition 3.4, we must have t f (x)e c ~ +00 for x G /.
As t f (x) increases near x = e for x < e, there would be X2 G G(e), a; < #2 < ^o for some x G / C HT such that t'(x2)s c -+00, which is absurd. Then it follows from Proposition 3.1 that r(X) ^ ro(X) for those values of X, where ro(X) is the trajectory of (7) given by (14) Remark 3.3. Theorem 3.5 gives the origin t-and the extremity £+ of a singular jump near x = e exhibited by a solution £(#) of (4) 
Suppose now ^(xi)^ ~ +CXD for some xi G G(e), xi < XQ. Then, by Proposition 3.3, there is a < XQ, a G G(e), such that t(xo) -t(a) ~ +00, which is not possible since 0 < t{xo) -t(a) < t(xo) -t(x-) ^ t(xo) -t-and t(xo) and t-
where ( 
The constant Q; e = l/lfl'^(e)! 1^7 ""^1^, and F and B are the gamma and beta functions.
Corollary 3.6. Assume t(x) is the solution of the initial problem (3) with t(e) and t'ie) prescribed and e is a zero of g(x)
or order r such that c = l/(r + q -1) > 0.
If t(e) is limited and t , (e)£ c = @ + , then the solution has an increasing jump near x = e. In addition, (1) If e is a minimum point of G(x), then there is an interval I = [x_,a: + ] ; X-G H~{e), x+ G IH[ + (e) such that t(x) has a jump in I with an origin t-and an extremity £+ and t-~ t(x-) ^C t(e) ^C t(x+) ~ t + . (2) Ife is an inflection point of G(x) such that g^r\e) < 0 ; then there is an interval I -[e,x+], x + G IHI + (e) such that t(x) has a jump in I with an extremity t+ and t(e) <^ t(x+) ~ t + . The opposite conclusion follows if e is an inflection point of G{x) such thatg^\e) > 0. The values oft-and t+ are given by (20) and (21).
Proof By Theorem 3.5(1), the solution t(x) has a jump in some interval /' C G(e) and t f (x)£ c ^ i?(X, fco) for all x G /' where H and ko are given by (15), (17) and e is a zero of g(x) of order r.
(1) If e is a minimum point of G(x), then g( r \e) < 0 with r an odd integer. Then H(X, ko) exists in (-oo, +oo) and limx->±cx)H(X, ko) = 0, so by Theorem 3.5(2) we have the stated conclusion.
(2) If e is an inflection point of G(x) such that g^r\e) < 0 where r is now an even integer, then H(X, ko) exists in [0, +oo) and limx-^+ooH(X, ko) = 0, so the conclusion also follows from Theorem 3.5(1).
Corollary 3.7. Assume t(x) is a solution of (3) that has a jump near x = e and e is a zero of g(x)
of order r such that r + q -1 > 0.
// the jump has an origin t-and an extremity £+ such that t <^ t(e) <C t+, then Proof. As £_ < t(e) < t + , it follows from Theorem 3.5(2) that t'{x)e c = @, @ appreciable, for all # = G(e) with c = l/(r + q -1), and the corresponding function H(X y ko) exists in (-oo, +oo) and satisfies limx-*±ooH(X, ko) = 0. Then, by Theorem 3.5(1), the extremities of the jump satisfy
H(s,ko)ds + (i), Jo
/»+oo t + =t(e)+ / H(s,ko)ds + (f). Jo As, in this case, H is an even function, the stated relationships follow easily.
Corollary 3.8. The thickness of any jump near x = e with an origin and an extremity is G(e).
Remark 3.4. Relationships (20), (21) are useful in different ways. They provide the extremities of a jump of the solution 7(2;) of the initial value problem (5) when 7(e) is prescribed. Conversely, suppose a pair of values (£_,£+) are given and we look for a solution with a jump having t-as origin and £+ as extremity. Then, by means of (20), (21), we can determine (up to an infinitesimal) the initial conditions t(e), t f (e) in order to get such a solution. This is useful in computing numerically the solutions of the boundary value problem (1), (2) (see Section 4). The order of magnitude of ^(x) during the jump, the thickness (O^1/ 7^-1 ) for bounded jumps), and the relationships (20) and (21) will allow us to determine the behavior of the solution x(t) and the location of the transition layers.
Boundary and internal layers
4.1. The position of the shocks. We consider again the boundary value problem P q :
where q = 0oTl<q<2 and T, A, and B are standard values. The principal result of this section is the following. In addition, the solution x(t) of P q satisfies In a similar way we prove that a boundary layer at to = T is not possible.
Then, if r^ = re = r, the solution x(t) of P q has an internal layer at to and the inverse t(x) has two boundary layers. The singular jump at x = A has t+ = to as the extremity, so we have
while the singular jump at x -B has t_ = to as the origin, so
Since t(A) = 0, t(B) = T, to is standard, and t'(A) = t'(B), (23) follows easily.
(2) Now, let us consider the case r^ < r^. If we suppose x'(t) has a jump at to ^> 0, the inverse function t(x) has only a boundary layer at x -A if to = T and t(x) has two boundary layers if 0 <^ to <C T. Then, in both cases, the jump at x = A has t + = to as the extremity, with to ^> t(A) = 0, and, by Theorem 3. Remark 4.1. In the theorem we also treat the turning points A and B as the minimum of G(x) if they are inflection points. Theorem 4.1 states that if the turning points are of the same order of tangency, problem P q has a solution x(t) with a shock at to which joins the two states of equilibrium ei = A and 62 = B:
The value of to given by (23.) is the standard part of the shock location, that is, the first term in the asymptotic expansion of the shock location. The position to of the shock, which depends only on the order r of both turning points and on the values of a e = l/\g^r\e)\ 1^r+1^ for e = A^B, is the same for all values of 1 <: Q ^ 2 and also for q = 0. Only the thickness of the shock at to, which (see In this case, for turning points of different orders, we once again have that all the time will be spent at the turning point of higher order and we will have only boundary layer behavior. The solution will involve two boundary layers only when the higher order turning point is an interior value of [A, B] . If the higher order transition point is the endpoint A (see Figure 4 .2), then the limiting solution will be x(t) ~ A except for a terminal layer. The opposite situation (with respect to the time i) will occur if B is the zero of higher order; that is, we will obtain the limiting solution x(i) ~ B except near t = 0. For equal order turning points, the solution has an internal layer at to which joins ei with 62. In order to satisfy the boundary conditions, the solution also involves one boundary layer at t = T for case (i) of Figure 4 .1, at t = 0 for case (ii) of Figure 4 .1, and two boundary layers for case (hi). When at least one of the turning points is an interior value of [A, £], the position of the internal layer to changes. This is due to the fact that for e^ € (A,B) the corresponding inverse function t(x) of the solution x(t) exhibits a singular jump at e* which has both an origin t-and an extremity t+. The extremities of the jump at e^ are given by Corollary 3.7, and, in this case, to is given by Figure 4 ex" = x(x -l)(x + l)a;' 9 , We have used these values of ^(O) to compute the solution of the initial value problem at t = 0 with a 4-th order Runge-Kutta method. Numerical experiences show that the solution obtained provides a good approximation to the desired solution of the boundary value problem. In addition, these experiences confirm our theoretical predictions about the location of the shock layer. We exclude the case q = 0 since the turning points are of order r = 1 which makes r-\-q -1 = 0, however we can anticipate ([3], [9] , [10] , [14] , and [17] ) that the solution also has an internal layer at to = 1/2 for q = 0. In this case, the first derivative of the solution is exponentially small (see [3] or [9] ). The values of to and a:(3) obtained by using the above estimates of ^(O) in the same way as in Example 1 are shown in Table 5 For A = 0 and B = 2TT, the solution has an internal layer at to = 1/2 for all values of g.
For A = 0 and 47r < B < GTT, the solution has two internal layers at ti = 1/5 and £ 2 = 3/5 and a boundary layer at t = 1. In this case, the solution may be computed with x f (0) = 2 (7r/ti) 2 e for g = 1 and ^(O) = {y/ii/y/^t^y/e for q = 2. The function G(x) = x 2 (l -cosx) has equal minimum values at e^ = 2fc7r, but eo = 0 is a zero of order ro ■ = 3 while the others are of order r^ = 1, k > 1. 
